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Our Partners

Power Door Products, Inc. (PDP), a family run business for nearly 50 years, has had the pleasure to provide our
customers with the finest quality door and gate operating equipment, access control devices and accessories that are
objectively selected for your project. As a full service distributor, PDP, provides integration of complex access control
systems that promote security, safety and ease of use while adhering to the quality of the design project. For 50 years,
PDP has provided service, support, and customization with each project, before, during and after the sale.

Services
Technical Expertise
Problems can occur at any time during and after installation. PDP's staff of technical
experts with a combined 80 years of experience will quickly respond to all technical
issues either on the telephone or in the field.

Parts & Operator Inventory
PDP prides itself on a full line of parts for all the products that we sell and a full line of
operators. Quick shipments of parts to technicians in the field is a winning
combination for you, the dealer, and a satisfied customer.

Warranty Support and Quick RMA Service
Proudly, our RMA turnaround time remains at 30 days with a professional staff
to process your warranty and RMA's efficiently.

Training
PDP has trained numerous dealers here in the Northeast at our facility in Brookfield, CT, at
satellite locations from Maine to Virginia and at their facilities. Our own experienced
technicians and engineers provide technical and sales training for all the equipment that we
proudly represent.

Authorized FAAC Repair Center
An Authorized FAAC Repair Center for nearly 25 years, PDP can repair all FAAC operators,
often in a 24 hour period. Our vast inventory of gently used, certified rebuilt operators are
available for purchase and are often used in a crunch.

Manufacturer's Representation
PDP represents over 30 manufacturers throughout it's product line. From industrial and commercial
to residential applications, you can be assured that our product choice will be right for your project.
Our sales technicians are manufacturer educated and trained in all aspects of the products that we
represent and are happy to share their expertise with our customers.

Mission Statement

About Us

Power Door Products has been supplying door and gate operating equipment for nearly 50 years. Over the
years, our product line has expanded to include many new and innovative products that integrate with older and
newer operator systems. Power Door has relied on the expertise of our technical support engineers and sales
teams to troubleshoot all aspects of the products we sell either by phone, email, web support or field consulting.
We carry a full line of accessories, parts and Access Control products that can integrate with any gate system or
on its own. We will work with you on your project from start to finish. In the beginning, our experts will custom
design your project to fit the needs of your clients as well as the needs of any architectural or engineered
specifications. We will advise on the project through the installation process and beyond. PDP offers many
customization possibilities and our experts can create a well thought and engineered plan for your project.
You can view our products on line at www.powerdoorproducts.com or simply call our offices at 914-698-5083 for
product information. Our sales engineers are ready to take your orders.

Paul T. Cardillo
President/Engineer

Paul, a respected engineer and industry expert serves as President of Power Door
Products. His expertise in the operator and access control industry has made him a
sought after speaker and instructor of technical and integration technologies. After
more than three decades of sales and technical assistance, he is a recognized industry
authority. Paul has been instructing his clients on many aspects of safety, installation,
sales and distribution in the access control industry. He is a graduate of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute where he earned a B. S. in Mechanical Engineering.

Power Door Academy
Education

Training

Expertise

PDP is a leader in providing technical education to its customers on a regular basis. Both of our
locations, Virginia and Connecticut, offer timely technical and sales training on each product
that we represent. Our trainings combine classroom and hands on activities that help to support
all aspects of technical troubleshooting that most installers would encounter in the field.

Sales and technical trainings are available at your location.

For the most comprehensive Sales and Technical trainings available with a focus on safety,
Power Door Products is your educational source.
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Slide Gate Operators
Power Door Products offers gate openers to handle all gate configurations. Operators for slide gates, swing gates,
barrier gates, vertical gates, vertical pivot gates and bi-fold gates are available to accommodate your specific needs.
Each of these offer benefits are based on space available, time to open and security level. The following is a sample of
what Power Door has to offer. Our complete line ranges from residential to heavy duty industrial with many different
features. Please contact one of our gate operator specialists to assist you in finding the correct operator for your project.

POWERMASTER SG-2004
The SG is available with 1/2-1 1/2 HP single or three
phase motors designed for use on gates with a
maximum weight of 1500 pounds and a maximum
width of 50 feet. This unit is supplied with an oil bath
type gear reducer filled with Mobil 1 gear oil and is
rated at 30 cycles per hour. The gate travel time is
approximately 11” per second. The drive mechanism
is easily disconnected for manual operation.
(Also available in DC)

HYSECURITY SLIDESMART DC
SLIDESMART DC delivers a reliable UPS battery
backed up chain-driven, electromechanical slide gate
operator for residential, commercial, and industrial
applications. An ice breaker mode powers through
ice/snow buildup and a heavy duty, low flex and
corrosion resistant chassis protects the equipment.

FAAC USA 844 ER
Ideal for commercial and industrial applications. Anticrushing safety. The gearmotor is non reversing, no
electric locks need to be installed. In the event of
power failure, the key-operated release device makes
it possible to open and close the gate manually. Twindisk clutch in oil-bath. Inductive or magnetic limit
switch (according to model). *Rack and Pinion.

LINEAR VS-GSLG SLIDEGATE
The VS-GSLG Series-Industrial duty variable speed
slide gate operator series, available in 1/2, 1, and 2
horsepower, various supply voltages and phases,
24” per second gate. Maximum duty cycle:
Continuous. Soft start/soft stop.
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POWERMASTER SGI
The SGI is designed for use on gates with maximum
weight of 2000 pounds and a maximum width of 80 ft.
The gate will travel from open to close in approximately
11 inches per seconds and is rated for maximum of 45
cycles per hour. The SGI is available from 1/2-2 HP in
single or three phase. The drive arm is easily
disconnected for manual operation in case of power
failure. (Also Available in DC)

HYSECURITY SLIDEDRIVER
SLIDEDRIVER delivers uncompromising quality to
commercial and industrial customers worldwide,
where security, ease of use, reliable operation and
low maintenance is expected. Fully-enclosed
hydraulic motors turn compressed polyurethane
Advance Drive™ wheels that grip a rigid drive rail
and produce smooth gate travel.

VIKING H-10 SLIDEGATE
The newly redesigned H-10 slide gate operator features
the Vflex control board with on-board diagnostics LCD
display and a removable power supply box for low
voltage wiring. The new chassis design provides easy
viewing of the controls and integrated post-mount
provision. Featuring a built in heater, increased gate
capacity of up to 2200 lbs., and Viking’s true battery
backup system.

DOORKING 9150 SLIDEGATE
9150 operators are designed to operate vehicular slide
gates in residential, commercial and industrial
applications. These operators are designed so that they
can easily be mounted in the front, center or rear of the
gate without any costly and time consuming field
modifications. In addition, the operators can be pad or
post mounted to meet any installation requirements. The
9150 can be equipped with a factory installed DC
Convenience Open option which will automatically open
the gate in the event of a power outage.

914-698-5083
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Swing Gate Operators
HYSECURITY SWINGSMART DC 20
SWINGSMART DC: Reliable, electro-mechanical,
pad-mounted swing gate operator with UPS battery
backup for residential and commercial applications.
Auto-synchronize your bi-parting gates and
independently adjust gate leaf Open/Close times; 10
to 15 seconds. SwingSmart DC gracefully starts and
stops on every cycle. UPS standard battery backup
provides up to 300 cycles after AC power loss.

DOORKING 6300

POWERMASTER CSWI
The CSWI is designed for use on gates with maximum
weight of 1800 pounds and a maximum width of 30ft.
The gate will travel from open to close in approximately
13 seconds and is rated for maximum of 45 cycles per
hour. The CSWI is available from 1/2-2 HP in single or
three phase. The drive arm is easily disconnected for
manual operation in case of power failure. (Also
Available in DC)

FAAC 400 HYDRAULIC

The 6300 series operators are designed to operate
vehicular swing gates in residential, commercial, and
industrial applications. These operators are designed
so that they can be either pad or post mounted without
any costly and time consuming field modifications. The
unique design of these operators allows the gate and
creates an aesthetically pleasing installation.

HYSECURITY SWINGRISER
HySecurity’s unique single or twin post swing
gate operator moves gate leaf with graceful,
smooth lift and swing. gate leaf is raised a full
12 inches during the gate open cycle to clear
obstacles like snow, rocks, curbs and road
inclines. Gate locks mechanically with optional
locking pin that locks into receptacle when gate
gently lowers at end of its cycle.

The FAAC 400 operator is specifically
designed for situations needing maximum
versatility, such as certain apartment,
subdivision, commercial/industrial and
residential applications. It's strength also
makes the 400 an excellent choice for
large, ornate gates.

FAAC S800 HYDRAULIC UNDERGROUND
The S800 24VDC Hydraulic Underground
operator for residential swing-leaf gates with
single-leaf maximum length of 13ft. and
single-leaf maximim weight of 1,300 lbs. This
model includes a hydraulic manual release
and built-in positive stops.

HYSECURITY HYDRASWING

VIKING G-5
This new operator's design allows for maximum gate
capacity of 2000 lbs., 135 degrees of travel and 100%
duty cycle operation. Featuring a convenient electronic
manual release and pre-wired for easy and quick
installation. The G-5 is now powered by the VFlex
control board, including speed control and diagnostic
LCD display. This new design is solar efficient and
ready to be powered with low voltage wiring, allowing
versatility of installations.

FAAC S418

HydraSwing is the perfect choice of linear
actuator for large, heavy swing gates and swing
gates subject to extreme wind load factors. Ideal
for commercial, industrial and residential sites,
HydraSwing gracefully moves a 16ft./4,000 lbs.,
leaf in 10-15 seconds and a 40ft./15,000 lbs.,
gate leaf in 20-30 seconds. Features symmetrical
design for left or right hand mounting and
industrial grade components for extremely low
maintenance and exceptionally long life.

POWERMASTER DSWI
The FAAC S418 Electro-mechanical
operator is designed for residential swingleaf gates with single-leaf maximum length
of 2.3m (2.7m with electric lock). Backup
battery included.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

The DWSI is an Industrial Swing Gate
Operator with DC motor for high traffic
applications. Includes battery backup. Ideal
for commercial properties.

914-698-5083
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Barrier Gates
POWERMASTER DSBG DC & DWBG WISHBONE ARM
Available HP: 1/2 HP, 24VDC Motor up to 200 cycles when A/C is out. Low battery shutdown position selection (open/close). Maximum arm length: 16-24 feet. Travel Speed:
90 degrees in 4-7 seconds std. (approx.). On-board 3– button station. Built in receiver.

MAGNETIC AUTOMATION MHTM MICRODRIVE
Magnetic Access barriers were specifically Designed for high volume parking applications. High
functionality. The articulated booms allow a maximum lane width of 4.5 M even with low room
heights. The push rod retains the front section of the barrier boom in a horizontal position when
the barrier is opened. Safe control unit according to EN 13849. High ease of use/ maximum
accessibility. Only 35W power consumption (Magnetic.Parking). MCBF of 10 Mio cycles.

STRONGARM PARK DC
Parking and revenue control operator. Thousand plus cycles after AC power loss. 10 to
14ft Arms. Filed adjustable open/close time 1.5 to 3.5 seconds. Advanced breakaway
arm bracket. Solar model available. Intelligent charging system. Smart DC Controller.

HYSECURITY STRONGARM
The StrongArm is designed for heavy duty applications and multiple traffic lanes. Up
to 36 ft. Arms 2 to 8 seconds open speed. Extremely low maintenance. Heavy duty,
secure chassis. Smart Touch Controller. Programmable dual gate or sequenced
gate integration. UPS model available.

LINEAR BGU SERIES BARRIER GATE
Used for traffic control and parking applications. Available HP: 1/3 and 1/2 HP, 115V or
230V supply voltage, various arm lengths. Integral Apex Controller. Duplex
receptacle(115 VAC units only). Easily adjustable cam-operated limit switches. Built-in
maximum run timer and auto close timer.

FAAC B680H 24V HYDRAULIC BARRIER
FAAC hybrid 24V electro-hydraulic automatic barriers for beams 10-27ft.
The FAAC Hybrid technology is state of the art for automated systems, it combines all
the advantages of a brushless motor and 24V direct voltage with hydraulic technology.

DOORKING 1601 & 1602 BARRIER GATES
The 1601 operator is designed for single lane (14 ft. max) vehicular traffic control in high
traffic commercial and industrial applications. The 1601 operator is designed so that it can be
mounted on either the left or right hand side of the roadway. The 1602 operator is designed
for traffic lanes up to 27-feet wide in low use commercial and industrial applications. This
operator uses a counter-balanced three-piece wishbone style arm assembly.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Vertical Gates & Bollards
AUTOGATE VERTICAL PIVOT GATE SYSTEM
The Vertical Pivot Lift gate operators are appropriate in almost any application where vehicles and/or
pedestrians need to be controlled. Our gates are custom manufactured to meet your specifications and are
available in lengths to 20 feet steel or 24 feet aluminum. The construction process uses a solid weld
technique which is far superior in quality to tack welded, screwed or riveted constructed gates. The stand
alone system is operated by 24VDC power. No hydraulics are incorporated in these automatic gate entry
systems. In addition, built-in battery backup prevents security lapses during power outages. The Vertical
Pivot Lift gate operators require very minimal preventative maintenance to keep them functioning properly.

HYSECURITY VERTIAL LIFT GATE
HydraLift offers the perfect solution for entrances with no space to open a swing or slide gate and a need for quick
opening for multiple traffic lanes. This continuous duty, hydraulic vertical lift gate operator raises up to 2,000 lbs. (907
kg) gate panel to full 16 ft. (5 m) clear opening in 8 seconds (fast models). Post height and panel size are
customizable options. Lifting posts are hot dipped galvanized for superior anti-corrosion protection. Proven reliable
hydraulics and industrial grade components mean low maintenance and long operator life. HySecurity’s innovative
solid state Smart Touch Controller offers 70+ configurable settings from a simple automatic Close Timer to saving
and reporting critical date and time stamped security breach & system events, alerts and faults. PC interface provided
for easy operator configuration and quick troubleshooting using Smart Touch Analyze and Retrieve Tool (S.T.A.R.T.).

COVA SECURITY TRACKLESS BI-FOLDING SPEED GATE
The CSG 10605 trackless bi-folding speed gate consists of a post onto which a bi-folding leaf is attached. Unlike other bifolding gate systems, this does not require a track either in the ground or overhead to fold the leaf but uses a unique
folding system. Operating speed from 6 seconds depending on site conditions, gate configuration etc, rated for continuous
operation– 100% duty cycle. The post hung section of the bi-fold leaf is driven by a unique innovation, consisting of a
motor drive unit connected to a crank arm assembly which locks the gate in both open and closed positions. The gate leaf
sections are fully welded assemblies. The leaf frames are constructed of RHS steel section stiles and top rail with a wide
spaced vertical bars and/or other infill materials to suit and the gate structure is manufactured from propriety steel.

B & B ARMR B-30 BOLLARD SYSTEM
B&B ARMR’s Model B-30 High Security Vehicle Access Control Bollard Systems are expertly and aesthetically
designed to act as a vehicular deterrent for perimeter security and traffic control purposes. Engineered for
simple installation, fast service and easy relocation, the Model B-30 is constructed of high strength steel
cylindrical units encased in movable bollard tubes guided by an offset flange assembly with precision molded
anti-friction surfaces. All subterranean components including the foundation is coated to prevent corrosion.

FAAC J Series AUTOMATIC BOLLARDS
The J Series bollard represents a new generation access control solution. Many design innovations make it easy
to handle and install but best of all its performance is market leading and lifetime costs exceptionally
competitive. Activated by any access control system or signaling device, it is an alternative solution to fixed
posts and barriers, allowing regulation of traffic into certain zones with high vehicle flow, (e.g. restricted areas,
pedestrian areas, parking and industrial sites and many more). Available with a diameter of 11in. (275mm), and
a height of 24in. (600mm) or 32in. (800mm).

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Crash Gates
B & B ARMR 712, 714, AND CR-25 CABLE REINFORCED CRASH BEAMS
B & B ARMR’S Crash Beam Barriers are engineered and designed to protect at-risk access points and prevent forced vehicle
entry or exit for facilities requiring medium to high security. These models have a minimum roadway opening of 12 feet and a
maximum up to 25 feet. The units are capable of immobilizing a 10,000 lb. vehicle traveling 18 MPH and carry an engineered
rating of 5,000 lbs. at 44 MPH. Basic components of the crash beam barriers include the standard vertical to horizontal arm with
an energy absorption cable assembly, hinge post, receiver/latch post, cable reinforced crash beam and automatic controls.

HYSECURITY STRONGARM M30
StrongArm M30 reliably defends High Security sites world-wide. This high duty cycle crash certified ASTM F2656-07 M30, P1
barrier arm provides incomparable security and safety using proven controls and hydraulics perfected over decades in the most
challenging conditions. Unique dual arm design prevents a large truck or a small passenger vehicle from breaching the security
perimeter. Bright LED arm lighting and reflective tape on the upper arm, plus a standard traffic light, boost visibility and inhibit
accidental impact. The lower arm, at bumper height, reduces possible injury or death from an accidental passenger-car gatestrike. Shields and enclosed controls and hydraulics further safeguard authorized personnel. Integrated, locking hydraulics and
highly programmable controls and user relays simplify and reduce the cost of installation and operation.

B & B ARMR 820 SHALLOW MOUNT BARRIER
For the absolute maximum protection against unauthorized vehicle access, B&B ARMR's Model 820 Shallow Mount Vehicle
Barriers are expertly engineered to completely immobilize a substantial, high-speed vehicle. Model 820 exceeds Department of
State (DOS) specifications STD 02.01 with a K12/L3 rating and is capable of stopping a 15,000 lb. (6803.9 kg) vehicle traveling
at speeds up to 50 mph (80.5 km/h) with zero penetration. Installation of the crash barrier is simple with its shallow-mount
design so there is no need for any major excavation work on existing roads or paved surfaces. Model 820 comes complete with
all necessary accesses for drains, hydraulic conduits and electrical services to further ease the installation process.

HYSECURITY STRONGARM M50
STRONGARM M50 reliably defends High Security sites world-wide. This high duty cycle crash certified ASTM F2656-07
M50, P2 barrier arm provides incomparable security and safety using proven controls and hydraulics perfected over decades
in the most challenging conditions. Unique dual arm design prevents a large truck or a small passenger vehicle from
breaching the security perimeter. Bright LED arm lighting and reflective tape on the upper arm, plus a standard traffic light,
boost visibility and inhibit accidental impact. The lower arm, at bumper height, reduces possible injury or death from an
accidental passenger-car gate-strike. Shields and enclosed controls and hydraulics further safeguard authorized personnel.

FAAC J355 M30-P1 HA
The AUTOMATIC bollard FAAC J355HA-M30-P11 is designed and tested for the protection of sensitive areas
such as airports, embassies, consulates, banks, ports, etc. This bollard has been tested according to: “ASTM F
2656-07– Standard Test Method for Vehicle Crash Testing of Perimeter Barriers”, obtaining certification for the
highest class of penetration possible. Classification M30-P1 indicates that the bollard FAAC J355 is able to stop a
15,000 lb. (6,800 kg) truck traveling at 30mile/h(50km/h) with just 39 in (1 meter) of total penetration (P1).
*Also Available in the EFO (Emergency Fast Operation) version for very fast rise time.

HYSECURITY WEDGESMART DC
WedgeSmart DC is HySecurity’s innovative electromechanical parking and revenue control wedge with barrier arm
operator. It provides continuous duty with UPS battery backup and meets the high cycle, high reliability and low
maintenance demands of the rental car, valet, parking, anti-theft and revenue control automatic gate operator
requirements. Intelligent charging system monitors battery conditions to maximize battery life. Surface mount
makes installation quick and easy. Configure gate operation to exact user needs with the sophisticated and easyto-use Smart DC Controller and Smart Touch Analyze and Retrieve Tool (S.T.A.R.T.).

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Door Operators
Power Door has proudly sold the PowerMaster line of commercial and industrial door operators for over 50
years. PowerMaster has a complete line of trolley type and side mount operators to fit your every need. Belt
drive and heavy duty gearhead models are available, as well as all the standard NEMA modifications such as
waterproof and explosion proof. Operators can be ordered with 1/2 HP up to 7 HP to accommodate just about
any size door. Power Door also offers sliding door operators in both belt and gearhead configurations and in a
bi-parting model. Custom modifications are not a problem. Power Door stocks a large selection of operators for
immediate delivery. We can equip your operator with a full line of access controls and safety devices to create
a complete door operator system. Please call us for assistance in pricing or designing your system.

CGH CENTER MOUNTED GEARHEAD

GT HEAVY DUTY DRAWBAR

PowerMaster Model CGH operators are designed
for use on Sectional Doors requiring high speed
manual operation in case of power failure.

PowerMaster Model GT operators are designed
for use on Standard Lift Sectional Doors.

CH V-BELT CARWASH HOIST

H-V-BELT HOIST

PowerMaster Model CH operators are designed for
Carwash type applications on Sectional Doors with
High Lift or Vertical Lift and Rolling Service Doors
and Grilles.

PowerMaster Model H operators are
designed for use on Sectional Doors with
Standard Lift, High Lift or Vertical Lift, and
Rolling Service Doors and Grilles.

EMG HAZARDOUS DUTY GEAR REDUCED
PowerMaster Model EMG operators are
designed for use on Sectional Doors with High
Lift or Vertical Lift and Rolling Service Doors and
Grilles in NEMA 7&9 Hazardous Locations.

GJ GEAR REDUCED JACKSHAFT
PowerMaster Model GJ operators are designed
for use on Rolling Service Doors, Rolling Grilles,
and Counter Shutters.

GSL GEAR REDUCED SLIDE DOOR
PowerMaster Model GSL operators are designed
for use on Slide Doors and Refrigerator Doors.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

J-V-BELT JACKSHAFT
PowerMaster Model J operators are designed
for use on Standard Lift Sectional Doors and
Rolling Service Doors and Grilles.

MG GEAR REDUCED HOIST
PowerMaster Model MG operators are
designed for use on Sectional Doors
with High Lift or Vertical Lift and Rolling
Service Doors and Grilles.

MT MEDIUM DUTY DRAW
BAR OPERATOR
PowerMaster Model MT is designed for use
on Strandard Lift Sectional Doors
Operating up to 10 Cycles/Hour.

914-698-5083
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Access Control
Access control can be accomplished by using a variety of media. Card readers, keypads, radio controls, long range readers,
barcode labels, telephone entry, key switches, and push buttons. Almost all of these devices are available in a simple
(common code) model or a unique user code programmable model. They are also available in a stand alone (programming
done at the unit) or as a networked system programmed by a computer for greater programming capabilities). The following
is a sample of what Power Door can offer you. PDP can also assist with system set up and programming.

AM3 4-DOOR CONTROLLER

The AM3Plus features a 2-digit LED display, nine status indicators,
four relay indicators with four relay activation pushbuttons. Three
programming buttons, a reset button, and a power indicator are
present. The enclosure is monitored with a magnetic tamper switch.

LINEAR EMERGE E3-SERIES

The eMerge® E3-Series represents the next step in the evolution of
Linear’s access control platform, delivering faster set-up, enhanced
features, and industry-leading scalability that outperforms the competition.

ASCENT X1 CELLULAR-BASED
ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

The Ascent X Series is packed with powerful features that give you control
of your door, gate, and/or garage. The device is fully programmable via the
Summit Control Technology platform through web portal.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

AC-Q42HB ANTI-VANDAL BACKLIT PIN & PROX
STANDALONE CONTROLLER

This advanced 500 user standalone controller features anti-vandal metal
keys for PIN code and/or RFID user credentials. AC-Q42H has a rugged
metal construction ideal for installations in high traffic environments.

1838 ACCESS CONTROLLER

The 1838 is a 2-door controller that easily expands to control up to 16
doors. This flexible system allows you to control access by means of
encoded cards, five digit PINs (Personal Identification Number), wireless
RF control, or with almost any 26-bit Weigand devices.

ASCENT C1 CELLULAR-BASED
ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Ascent C1 is a celluar based gate access control system that can
control up to two devices.This unit is ideal for when a call button or
keypad are not required.

914-698-5083
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Telephone Entry Systems
Telephone entry systems allow communication and relay activation through phone lines eliminating the need for
separate wiring for intercom systems and push buttons. Most models use a dedicated phone line while others allow
you to share an existing phone line thus eliminating the expense of an extra phone line. Many phone systems can
be used as the controller for a more elaborate access control system and have built-in keypads and radio receivers.
Power Door stocks a variety of telephone entry systems. Please call us to discuss which unit is right for your
application. Cellular and WIFI telephone entry and controllers are now available.

DOORKING 1812 ACCESS PLUS

NORTEK/LINEAR AE-1000

DOORKING 1837

NORTEK/LINEAR AE-100

NORTEK/LINEAR RE-2N

AMERICAN ACCESS PHONEAIRE WIRELESS
TELEPHONE ENTRY

DOORKING CELL ADAPTER

BFT PREDATOR WIFI INTERCOM

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Radio Controls
Power Door carries a complete line of radio controls from most of the leading manufacturers. From simple dip switch
style to programmable and long range models that can work up to 20 miles. Power Door has a wireless solution to meet
every need. Please call us for more information.

NORTEK/LINEAR
AP-5 RECEIVER

NORTEK/LINEAR
XR-4 4-CHANNEL EXTENDED
RANGE RECEIVER

NORTEK/LINEAR
AKR-1 COMBINATION
KEYPAD/RADIO RECEIVER

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

NORTEK/LINEAR
AM-WOR WEIGAND
REMOTE RECEIVER

DOORKING MicroPLUS

RIDGE LT
WIRELESS KEYPAD

914-698-5083
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Long Range Readers
AWID LR-3000
The LR-3000 is a long range reader that is used in RFID applications such
as gate access for pedestrian, and vehicle access. The LR-3000 has up
to 25 ft. read range and uses battery free tags with an unlimited life.

Credentials for UHF Readers LR-2000

UHF 0-0 SUNVISOR TAG
Clip-on tag for sunvisor—reads through windshield
Quick access—driver lowers sunvisor to read tag
Hangs from plastic clip– out of sight between reads
Easily moved from on vehicle to another by user

HT-UHF-0-0 HANGTAG
Hook-on-tag: hangs on post of inside mirror
Hands free vehicle identification
Visible through windshield for printed identification
Can be moved to other vehicles or hidden from view

DKS AVI LONG RANGE READER 1815-350
The 1815 has an adjustable read range; 8 feet to 25 feet. The
range of the DKS Long Range Reader can be adjusted with a
potentiometer found on the Long Range Reader Control Board;
this makes adjusting the range a very simple process.
DKS AVI Tags:
1508-195 Headlight Tag *
1508-199 License Plate Tag *
1508-191 UHF Tag *
1508-198 UHF / DK Prox Dual Tag (works with AVI and DK Prox Readers)
1815-318 Windshield tag holder (optional)
1815-319 Rearview mirror holder (optional)
* (works only with the 1815-350)

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Long Range Readers
R-2000-W
Adjustable read range:
1-600 Ft. with standard antennas-Long range with special antennas. R-200-W includes
adjustable Wiegand multi-tag buffering for use with Access Control Systems and serial RS232/422 for custom software solutions.
R-200-W includes adjustable Wiegand multi-tag buffering for use with Access Control
Systems. The R-2000 Series Ultra Long Range RFID Reader detects and decodes RF
transmitted signals from 1st Choice Tags.

SFA-500
Adjustable Tag read range:
(20-600 Ft.) with standard Antenna.
The SFA-500 Single Family Reader System includes and adjustable range (20-600 Ft.)
Vehicle ID Reader, timer relay output kit weatherproof enclosure, power supply and a
remote Omni-Directional Antenna.

T-800 TAGS

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA

ROSSLARE AY-U900 UHF INTEGRATED LONG RANGE READER
The AY-U900 is an RFID long-range proximity card reader that is compatible with multiple protocols and can
read multiple tag formats.The reader is waterproof and is suitable for use in a wide range of RFID applications,
such as transport management, vehicle management, car parking, production process control, and access
control. Read range up to 12 m (39.4 ft.) (adjustable) Read Sensitivity: Dual polarization read mode
Works with passive credentials that are known for their infinite number of reads.

ROSSLARE'S UHF WINDSHIELD LABEL LT-UVT-26A-3000
The highly advanced UVT label allows vehicle recognition from a distance. The label is attached to
the inner side of the windshield. The reader scans the label to determine if the user is certified to
enter or leave the premises.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Video Surveillance
Camera systems are more widely used now than ever for both security and safety reasons. It is not safe to
operate a gate you cannot see. Cameras can be mounted in access control equipment such as telephone
equipment as well as stand on their own. Power Door offers a wide variety of surveillance to suit your needs.
Web based products and Apps are available for additional convenience.

TRUE H-SSA-0412

SVD-620S-2812-OUTDOOR SMOKE DOME CAMERA
1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD II, 2.9 12 mm Lens.
Tru-620 TV Lines (Color 2nd Video Out. 3-AXIS
Base for 3D (Pan/Tilt/Roll) rotation. EDN 0.01 Lux
Enhanced Day & Night, DWDR, BLC/HLC Day &
Night Lens. Motion Detection, Built-in OSD,
Privacy Masking. Mirroring, SDNR, Pattern
Generator, Polarity Protection. 12V DC, IP 67.

4 Channel Real-Time. 120FPS/120FPS # CIF. Record & Replay
True H.264. Real-time Viewing, Mac Client, Web Client, 64Ch
CMS, WAP (Smart Phones), iPhone & Android applications. Auto
DDNS Registration/Auto uPnP.

SB-620SI-D40-OUTDOOR
BULLET CAMERA
1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD II, 2.9 12mm Lens. Tru-620 TV Lines
(Color) 2nd Vide Out. 3-AXIS Bracket for 3D (Pan/Tilt/Roll) rotation.
EDN 0.01 Lux Enhanced Day & Night, DWDR, BLC/HLC. Day &
Night Lens, 40 LED (130ft.) Motion Detection, Built-in OSD, Privacy
Masking. Mirroring, SDFNR, Pattern Generator, Polarity Protection.
Dual Voltage, IP66

OUTDOOR IR PTZ 12X16D-SIP-V207

1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD II, 12X Optical, 16 x Digital Zoom.
Tru-560 TV Lines (Color). TDN 0.0001 Sense Up, Lux True Day
& Night, LED (100ft.) DWDR, BLC, AWB, AG C, FLK, 3 DNR,
Flip, Pattern. 129 Preset, 360 Endless Pan, 5 185 tilt, Auto Flip,
Heat & Blower, 4 in/2 out, masking Privacy, 205 sec, Auto Scan,
Scheduled Pattern/Scan/Tour. Auto Flip. IP 54, Dual Voltage.

Wireless Access Control
POE IP Camera

9 dBi Outdoor PoE Access Point
TEW-730APO

POE IP Camera
POE IP Video
Master Station

POE E3 Web
Base Controller

NVR
POE IP Video
Door Station

The TEW-730APO combined with any of our IP Addressable access control devices will eliminate the need to
trench from one location to another. This can potentially save an integrator a significant amount of time and
money.
The TEW-730APO has a durable enclosure with an IP55 outdoor weather rating. The TEW-730APO also has
exceptional range that can be in excess of 3000 feet depending on the site conditions.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Emergency Vehicle Access
Emergency vehicle access can be accomplished with several different devices. In some cases they use the same
access as any other user but in most cases they require special devices. Please consult your local Fire Police,
and EMS services for their preferences or requirements. In many cases the fire department (or others) require
battery backup as well as certain access devices.

CLICK2ENTER

Click2Enter combines the scanner/receiver technology with control
technology to act as a radio controlled key to open access control devices
allowing public safety agencies or any authorized users immediate access.

TOMAR STROBESWITCH

Tomar Strobeswitches are activated by the optical emitters used by
most fire department emergency vehicles to control traffic signals
en route to an incident.

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

SAG-M SIREN
OPERATED SENSOR

New and Improved Siren Operated Sensor. Allows Entry of
Emergency Vehicles through Gates, the Siren Activates Gate
Opener while all other sounds are rejected, Comes with a 4X5
Inch Reflective Sign, 12-24VAC/DC.

AMERICAN ACCESS KNOX BOX

Fire access boxes are an essential safety feature for commercial
businesses and large apartment complexes. The American Access
Knox Box is heavy duty and designed in red to allow for easy
identification by fire department personnel during fires.

914-698-5083
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Safety & Warning Devices
Pedestrian safety should always be a paramount concern. Safety edges and photo-eyes are the most common types
of safety equipment, but, other devices such as warning buzzers and lights should also be considered. Industry
standards and local laws should be followed based on project conditions. We strongly recommend learning these
standards and following them. Following appropriate safety standards not only reduces risk of injuries but also helps
to limit you and your customers potential liability. Please call Power Door for expert system design.

EDWARDS 52 SERIES
ROTATING LIGHTS

MILLER EDGE PRIME-GUARD
BATTERY EMITTER PHOTOBEAM

EMX IRB-MON/IRB-RET/NIR325
INFRARED PHOTOCELL

MILLER EDGE SENSING EDGES/
RBAND WIRELESS CONNECTOR

PASS SIGNS
PARKING EXIT ALERT SIGN

MMTC IR55
NEMA 4 EXTERIOR THROUGHBEAM PHOTOCELL

Audible/Verbal pedestrian
warning when vehicle
approaches

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Pedestrian Access Control
Pedestrians should never be encouraged to pass through automated vehicle gates or
automated vehicle doors. Power Door offers a variety of devices to restrict pedestrian
traffic. For more information on designing a system, please call us.

SECURITRON M62FG-SASM

BOON EDAM THT TURNSTILES

LOCINOX LOCKS

LOCINOX GATE CLOSERS
MAMMOTH-180

VERTICLOSE-STD

SAMSON

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM
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Accessories
Most automated gates use a loop detector system to detect vehicles and have the gate react in a
desired way. Loop detectors can also be used as a switch in any application such as turning on a light or
activating a warning alarm. Loop Detector Systems consist of a loop detector and an in ground loop.
Power Door has a variety of loop detectors as well as loop material and preformed loops that can be
installed in gravel/dirt driveways, under new pavement and other surfaces. These systems need to be
designed correctly to function properly. We are always available for loop design consultation. PDP also
supplies a variety of gate hardware accessories in order to accommodate needs for any project.

Loop Detectors
PREFORMED VEHICLE DETECTION LOOP
SAW CUT AND PAVEOVER MODELS

LOOP DETECTORS

Gate Hardware
ROLLERS

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

HINGES

914-698-5083
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Accessories
To complete any project efficiently, PDP offers a wide selection of accessories from push button
to surge suppressors and solar panels. Choose from our comprehensive collection of highquality add-ons with the convenience of one stop shopping, in-stock and available for shipment.

Surge Suppressors

Push Plates

Push Buttons / Key Switches /
Custom Control Consoles

Solar Panels

WWW.POWERDOORPRODUCTS.COM

914-698-5083
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On-Street and Off-Street
Applications
Telephone Entry Systems
Electric Vehicle Charging
Stations
Video Surveillance
Equipment
Pedestals
Intercom Systems
Barrier Gates

Exit/Entry Stations
Pay on Foot Stations
Fee Computers
Hotel Coding Stations
Validators
Management Software
Systems
Accessories

Long Range Reading Systems
Card Access
Pedestals
Key Pads
Cameras, LPR
Camera Recording Systems
Telephone Entry Systems
Pedestrian Warning Devices

WWW.HECTRONICUSA.COM

757-333-3175
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System Design Questionnaire:
Layout Drawing:

Type of Gate:
Slide
Swing
Lift & Swing
Vertical Lift
Vertical Pivot
Barrier Gate
Bi-fold
Turnstile
Traffic Controller
Bollard
Wedge
What do they have room for?

Construction of gate:
Material
Size of material
Dimensions
Hardware Style
Type of Hinges
Type of Rollers
(Get a drawing of the gate, solid leaf?)
(If gate is existing does it work well?)
Classification of gate:
UL 325 class 1-4?
Cycles per hour/day
(Peak times?)
Who uses the gate:
Owners
Employees
Guests
Contractors
Visitors
Friends
Deliveries
Cars/trucks/big trucks/bikes/motorcycles
Number of users

Reason for automating the gate:
Security-level of security (crash)
Convenience
Animals
Privacy
How do people get in:
Radio Control
Card Reader
Long Range Reader,
Passive/Active, Range Required
Phone App
Keypad
Loop/Priority Loop
Probe
Telephone Entry
Standard Hardwired Line
Cellular
Wifi
Intercom
Hardwired
Wifi
Programmable Timer?
Locks the gate open during
designated time periods
Access from remote site
Key Switch
Push Buttons
Will the system be stand alone or network?
PC Programmable? Audit trail? Single code
or multiple? Holiday or time restrictions?
How do people get out:
Free Exit Loop
Same options as to get in

How do emergency vehicles get in:
Fire, Police, EMS
SOS
Click2Enter
Strobe Switch
Lock Box
Access Controls as others do
How does gate close:
Timer
Loop
Access Device (same as how people get in)

Will you need battery back up
Convenience open
Power Inverter
DC Operator
Lock open when power fails
or continuous use?
Do they need surveillance:
Cameras
Internal or web access

Do they need reporting:
What vehicle safety devices:
Loop
Photo-eye
Edge
Sensor
What pedestrian safety devices (UL 325/ASTM F 2200)

Edge
Photo-eye
Constant Pressure
Audible
Clutch
Pressure Valve
What type of monitoring
does the operator require?
What warning devices will be used:
Audible
Flashing/Rotating/Strobe/Digital
Red/Green Traffic Light
Delay on start

Surge Suppressors:
High Voltage
Low Voltage
Accessories
Verbal description of how gate
will be used
Odd scenarios may come up
What is the power input:
115V
230V
208V
230V
460V
208V
Solar

1PH
1PH
1PH
3PH
3PH
3PH

Power Door Products, Inc.
1084 Federal Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
(914) 698-5083

11720 Main Street Suite 120/124
Fredericksburg, VA 22408
(540) 235-8671

www.powerdoorproducts.com
sales@powerdoorproducts.com

